Teller Cash Recyclers
Empower Branch Tellers to Provide Faster, More Efficient Service

Customers expect speed and efficiency at your branches—they don’t want to wait while cash is manually counted. Teller cash recyclers offered by Fiserv expedite cash handling and enable tellers to provide superior service.

Cash deposits and withdrawals make up the majority of branch and teller transactions, primarily because customers prefer to have a teller securely handle large sums of cash. By automating cash-handling processes, teller cash recyclers solve key challenges for tellers and enable these benefits for the branch:

- Tellers can increase their focus on relationships and high-value opportunities
- Tellers don’t handle large sums of cash, increasing security
- Tellers remain at the counter instead of leaving for buys/sells
- Fewer tellers are needed due to increased efficiency
- Customers enjoy shorter lines and a better branch experience

Convenience of Integrated Cash Solutions

Teller cash recyclers automate cash handling while providing tight integration with Fiserv core teller applications and other cash-management solutions. Fiserv delivers the convenience and dependability of working with a single provider and market leader in cash management, to drive efficiency not only at the branch, but at all cash points.

Accelerated Cash-Handling Services

Each teller cash recycler accepts, counts, authenticates, stores and dispenses cash. Cash placed into the feeder passes through a bill identifier, which determines denomination and verifies authenticity. Bills are then stored in cassettes or modules for dispensing in future transactions. Cash availability is monitored electronically for improved cash management. Teller Cash Recycler can greatly reduce the time tellers spend on each transaction, freeing them up to better serve customers.

A Variety of Models Available

Fiserv partners with leading teller cash-recycler providers to meet the needs of your branches. A variety of models are available to choose from, depending on transaction volumes, teller applications and operational needs.
More Than Time Savings

The benefits are not limited to the teller line – your entire branch becomes more efficient. Tellers can be trained to perform valuable tasks such as promoting products and services. Executives gain centralized visibility of branch cash inventory for improved forecasting. And branches can reduce their cash on hand through more intelligent cash management.

If you want your branches to become more customer-centric and efficient, teller cash recyclers are a good first step.

Key Benefits

- Increased teller productivity
- Improved customer satisfaction with shorter lines
- Increased security – no manual counting of cash
- Enhanced integration with Fiserv core teller platform
- More time to focus on customers and promote offerings
- Increased operational efficiency
- Reduced costs
- Drives branch transformation

Connect With Us

For more information about teller cash recyclers from Fiserv, call 800-872-7882, email getsolutions@fiserv.com or visit www.fiserv.com.